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Large diameter slewing bearings used in open cast machines are made of unhardened raceways. As a consequence the major wear is caused by the plastic
deformations. Loads acting on the rolling elements of the bearing depend on the load transferred through the bearing itself and on the superstructure and
undercarriage components stiffness. As a consequence of the plastic wear, the load distribution in the bearing is changing. The object of investigations
was slewing bearing of the stacker-reclaimer LZKS 1600 which operates on the coal homogenization yard in open cast mine Belchatow, Poland.
Numerical and experimental research was carried out with the purpose to determine the influence of the superstructure and undercarriage stiffness on the
ball loads in the new bearing after a short operation time. Moreover, the load distribution in terms of plastic wear was determined.
Keywords: FEM, load distribution, plastic wear, slewing bearing, surface mining machines

Raspodjela opterećenja u ležaju velikih dimenzija - problemi identifikacije
Izvorni znanstveni članak
Povratni ležajevi velikog promjera koji se koriste u strojevima za površinski kop izrađeni su od nezakaljenih prstena ležaja (raceways). Rezultat toga je
jako trošenje izazvano plastičnom deformacijom. Opterećenja koja djeluju na kotrljajuće elemente ležaja ovise o teretu koji se prenosi preko samog ležaja
i o krutosti sastavnica stajnog trapa i nadgrađa. Kao posljedica plastičnog trošenja raspodjela opterećenja u ležaju se mijenja. Predmet ispitivanja je bio
povratni ležaj pretovarivača LZKS 1600 koji je u upotrebi u radilištu za homogenizaciju ugljena rudnika za površinski kop Belchatow, Poljska.
Numeričko i eksperimentalno istraživanje provedeno je sa svrhom određivanja utjecaja krutosti stajnog trapa i nadgrađa na opterećenja kuglica u novom
ležaju nakon kratkog vremena uporabe. Uz to, određena je raspodjela opterećenja u odnosu na trošenje zbog plastične deformacije.
Ključne riječi: MKE, plastično trošenje, povratni ležaj, raspodjela opterećenja, strojevi za površinski kop
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Introduction

Structural rotation joint of the surface mining machines is
constructed, in most cases, as a double shell element
connected with the large size bearing [1]. Maximum ball
load and the load distribution in the bearing are the most
important factors for the rotation joint assessment. The
physical and geometrical nonlinearity of the investigated
system, support component – rolling element – support
component, as well as the non-uniform stiffness of the
supporting structure along the bearing circumference
requires numerical methods (FEM in this particular case
[2, 3, 1, 4]) for the solution or direct field measurements.
2

slewing bearing with hardened raceways was applied.
Cylindrical rollers of 50 mm diameter, distributed on the
4,5 meter pitch diameter, carried the loads. To face the
problem of complete bearing degradation after short
operation time, the rolling bearing of new design and
equivalent dimensions was applied. Superstructure of 566
t mass is supported on the ball bearing of the 4485 mm
pitch diameter. Loads are carried by the 100 balls of 110
mm diameter each (Fig. 2). Supporting balls diameter
equals 2" with 4 mm clearance. Raceways are made of
normalized steel Ck45. Raceway is assembled of six
sections.

Investigated object

The object of investigation was the bearing of main
rotation of the stacker-reclaimer LZKS 1600 (Fig. 1)
which operates on the coal homogenization yard in open
cast mine Belchatow, Poland.

Figure 2 Bearing assembly process

Figure 1 Stacker-reclaimer LZKS-1600

As a primary solution for the superstructure rotation
of the machines of that type, standard three-row roller
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The stacker-reclaimer kinematic scheme and the
bearing load scheme is shown in Fig. 3.
In the roller bearing the degradation was caused by
pitting. In the newly installed ball bearings the main
degradation mechanism is the deflection wear and only in
the final destruction stage the tearing of parts of the
raceway is present. Operation time for actual solution
831
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which uses ball bearing lasts from tenn up to couple tens
of thousands hours, which is still not a satisfying effect.
Attempts for identification of the bearing low
durability causes were done [5]. As a first step, the direct
measurements of the rolling elements loads were
performed [6]. Up to now such attempt was not used,
mainly due to the high costs. Moreover, into the
construction of raceway must be implemented special
type of strain gauges.

Figure 5 Sensors location
Figure 3 Stacker-reclaimer kinematic scheme (0 – centre of gravity in
the machine axis, L – centre of gravity shifted to the bucket wheel
boom, H – centre of gravity shifted to the counterweight boom, FV –
vertical load acting on the bearing, FH – horizontal load acting on the
bearing, e – diameter (eccentric) of the FV load)
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Table 1 Sensors angular location

Sensor
Raceway Segment
no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Measurement methodology

With the purpose of identifying the loads acting on
the bearing rolling elements, special design force sensors
were assembled (Fig. 4).

4

Figure 4 Measuring device

The sensor was the part of the raceway with two
strain gauges. Outer surface was machined with the whole
raceway. Each sensor was scaled with the use of the
hydraulic press in the force range between 0 and 100 kN.
The sensor number and its angular location are listed in
Tab. 1. Scheme of the sensors location is shown in Fig. 5

Low

3D
4D
2G

High

3G
5G

Measurement results

The measurements were taken on the new bearing and
after 190 and 1200 operation hours. During that time
changes in the load distribution are visible due to the
plastic wear [7, 8] of the unhardened raceway. There was
no coal on the conveyors and there was no excavation
process during measurements. The only load was the
mass of the superstructure. Wind speed was below 5 m/s.
Selected traces of force are shown in Fig. 6. Particular
local extrema corresponds to the ball acting on the sensor.
The load curve represents the change of the acting force
(F) in time (t) of the rotation. Values of the maximum
specific load and the number of balls acting on particular
sensor during rotation are listed in Tab. 2.
As a measure of the load in the ball bearings, the
specific load of the rolling element is used (1):
pw =

832

2D

Angle (θ) measured from the
ride direction (undercarriage),
from the "bucket wheel
direction" (superstructure)
0°
32°28'16"
87°31'44"
120°
0°
45°
87°31'44"
180°

F
d2

,

(1)
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where F is the force acting on the rolling element and d is
the diameter. Use of such a unit of the load enables
comparison effort of bearings of different diameters [9].
For the calculation of maximum, minimum and average
value equations (2), (3) and (4) are used.

p w, max =

p w, min =

max ( Fij )
d2
min ( Fij )

d2

(2)

,

(3)

,

p w, mean =

∑ij==11,...,,...,nk Fij
d 2 ⋅ na

(4)

,

where n is balls number, na is number of active
(transferring load) balls and k is the cycle number.
In Figs. 7 and 8 selected levels of loads for 1st and 6th
point/sensor are shown. On the diagrams, confidence
level of 95 % related to the 6 measurement series is
marked. The maximum values are shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 6 Selected traces of the gauge 1 (2D) i 5 (2G)
Table 2 Number of the balls transferring the specific load, average specific ball load for the three positions in full rotation – new bearing

Gauge no
Superstructure
position

Number of balls transferring
the load na

down

Maximum specific load
pw, max / MPa

horizontal

up

down
19,3
23,4
3,0
0,7

1 (2D)
2 (3D1)
3 (3D2)
4 (4D)

11
11
5
2

13
13
8
9

–
2
3
8

5 (2G)
6 (3G1)
7 (3G2)
8 (5G)

11
10
11
–

7
3
13
9

4
1
–
13

up

Undercarriage
11,7
–
10,9
3,4
14,5
11,6
15,2
12,5
Superstructure
7,1
6,9
2,4
10,8
5,8
1,1
17,2
20,9
–
–
7,4
9,7

Figure 7 Ball specific load in measurement point 1 (2D)
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horizontal

Minimum specific load
pw, min / MPa

Average specific load
pw, mean / MPa

down

horizontal

up

down

horizontal

up

3,3
0,5
0,2
0,5

2,6
0,6
0,6
0,5

–
0,1
5,8
0,4

11,6
8,8
1,4
0,6

7,7
4,0
6,1
6,3

–
1,8
8,6
5,1

2,1
2,1
4,5
–

0,7
0,6
9,1
0,5

0,6
1,1
–
0,6

4,1
7,2
12,3
–

4,7
3,0
13,4
3,8

1,5
1,1
–
5,2

Figure 8 Ball specific load in measurement point 2 (3D1)
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where E is modulus of longitudinal elasticity, d is ball
diameter and factor C and η equals 2,65 and 0,727 [8].

Figure 9 Comparison of load in new bearing and after short operation
time bearing load

After 1200 hours of operation, loads acting on the ball
in the stiff regions of the superstructure decreased. Loads
acting on the ball in the lower stiffness areas of the
superstructure increased.
5

Numerical model

Load distribution of the rolling elements was
determined. For that purpose, the numerical model of the
superstructure platform, undercarriage portal frame and
replacement model of the ball bearing was created [10,
11, 12] (Fig. 10). The model for the detailed simulations
of the load distribution was separated from the global
model of the structure (Fig. 11) in the places where
kinematic pairs are present and it was loaded with the
forces acting on those pairs.
Scheme of the replacements elements of the ball
bearing is shown in Fig. 12. Bearing rings were modelled
with the use of the beam elements (1), and every of the
rolling elements with the replacements element which
connects the middle of the curved upper and lower
surface (2) [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 8]. The bearing elements
and the shell elements of the load carrying structure (4)
were connected with the linear-elastic elements (3) with
stiffness related to the stiffness of the bearing in the
transverse direction.

Figure 10 Model of the system undercarriage portal frame – bearing –
superstructure platform

Characteristics displacement-force (F) of such an
element is determined with numerical methods using the
finite element volume models or the Hertz formulas. In
that case, when the elements are under tensile load, the
characteristic looks as follows (5):


F

η


 ,
2
E
⋅
d



δ = C ⋅ d ⋅
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(5)

Figure 11 Stacker-reclaimer discrete model

Characteristic of the supporting row is clearance
value shifted. The numerical task is solved in the
nonlinear physical and geometrical additive process with
Newton-Rhapson iteration with stabilization [18].

Figure 12 Scheme of the replacement elements in the ball bearing
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Results of FEA

Load of the bearing is reduced to the axial force FV
located on the eccentric e (Fig. 3). For the analysed
bearing, value of the axial force equals 566 t. The value
was obtained during experimental balancing of the
stacker-reclaimer. The balancing procedure allowed also
identification of the mass centre of the machine in cases
of the up, down and horizontal position of the bucket
wheel boom. Measurements of the stresses in the rails
Technical Gazette 20, 5(2013), 831-836
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were the principle of the centre of gravity position
determination [19].
Calculations were performed for the different
positions of the superstructure over the undercarriage with
the eccentric e and the magnitude force acting on the
bearing from 2 m (eccentric on the bucket wheel side) to
2 m (eccentric on the counterweight side) with the 0,1 m
step.
Fig. 13 displays selected results of the rolling
elements load for three different eccentric values and the
position of the superstructure in relation to the
undercarriage with 68,4° angle.
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does not provide the flatness deviation lower than 0,5
mm.
The experimental results are of good repeatability.
Because of the big plastic deformation of the raceways
and sensors placed in them, the measurements could no
longer be continued [24].

Figure 14 Comparison of the loads (experimental vs. FEA) in the
selected measurement point during rotation of the superstructure – new
bearing
Figure 13 Selected load distribution of the rolling elements in the 68,4°
superstructure position

Numerical simulation pointed out significant non
uniform load distribution over rolling elements what is
caused by the different stiffness of the supporting
structure [20].
7

Conclusions

The results of the field testing proved that in the case
of so big eccentricity, loads acting on the bearing and the
load acting on the rolling elements will exceed the
ultimate stress level. The maximum specific load of the
rolling element equals around 25 MPa. For the proper
operation of the soft bearing and its high durability, the
maximum specific load should not exceed 7,8 MPa [20,
21, 22]. So, it is clearly visible that from the very
beginning the bearing is overloaded. Moreover, if the
mashine is balanced properly it can also negatively
influence the other subassmblies [23].
Experimental investigations pointed out significant
influence of the incorrect assembly (flatness deviation) on
the load distribution. During operation, due to the plastic
wear, the load distribution becomes more and more
uniform. In the regions of the maximum effort the
maximum specific load value decreases. In the regions
with initial low effort, the specific load value increases.
Also, number of rolling elements, transferring load
simultaneously, increases.
What additionally influences the load distribution, is
unequal stiffness of the supporting structure, resulting in
the load transfer being limited only to part of the rolling
elements.
In Fig. 14 are presented selected results of the
numerical and experimental results.
The differences in the numerical and experimental
results are caused by the flatness deviation of the
supporting elements [6]. Even using of the epoxy screeds

Tehnički vjesnik 20, 5(2013), 831-836

Currently the durability of the slewing bearing lasts up
to 20.000 operation hours. That result is not satisfying.
The numerical and experimental data obtained will allow
implementation of the new design of the main rotation
joint. Stiffer supporting structure and the new mount of
the bearing will be applied [25].
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